Abstract. Currently, there is a wealth of biotechnologies (e.g. sequencing, proteomics, lipidomics) able to generate a broad range of data types out of biological samples. However, the knowledge gained from such data sources is constrained by the limitations of the analytics techniques. The state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms are able to capture complex patterns with high prediction capacity. However, often it is very difficult if not impossible to extract human-understandable knowledge out of these patterns. In recent years evolutionary machine learning techniques have shown that they are competent methods for biological/biomedical data analytics. They are able to generate interpretable prediction models and, beyond just prediction models, they are able to extract useful knowledge in the form of biomarkers or biological networks. The focus of this paper is to thoroughly characterise the impact that a core component of the evolutionary machine learning process, its knowledge representations, has in the process of extracting biologically-useful knowledge out of transcriptomics datasets. Using the FuNeL evolutionary machine learning-based network inference method, we evaluate several variants of rule knowledge representations on a range of transcriptomics datasets to quantify the volume and complementarity of the knowledge that each of them can extract. Overall we show that knowledge representations, often considered a minor detail, greatly impact on the downstream biological knowledge extraction process.
Introduction
Science and learning have always been built on the foundations of collecting and analysing data -in order to generate our knowledge in any field we must observe by collecting data and test by analysing that data against hypotheses. Currently, in bioinformatics, technological advances such as microarrays, high throughput sequencing and (perhaps most importantly) the sharing of information over the internet in collaborative databases, have greatly increased the amount of data we have been able to observe. Experimental technologies in transcriptomics and genomics are also designed to capture far more information than is required by the original researchers, which once again leads to a wealth of data easily available to anyone interested in studying the area further. In such an environment the focus has shifted to developing analytic tools and techniques that make the most of the data that is being collected. For this to happen we develop tools which are able to: (1) extract biological insight from raw data, (2) process large amounts of data relatively quickly and (3) produce outputs that are human readable.
Evolutionary machine learning techniques have been successfully applied for many years to analyse biological/biomedical data [16, 23, 4-6, 10, 22, 9, 24, 15, 13] , in a variety of scenarios. In the majority of cases [23, 4-6, 10, 22, 9, 24, 13] as supervised (classification) learning, but sometimes also applied to unsupervised learning in the form of association rules [16] or bi-clustering [15] . Moreover, they have been applied to a variety of biological data, such as transcriptomics [16, 6, 10, 15] , SNPs [23, 24] , proteomics [22] , lipidomics [9] , protein structure [4, 5] or clinical measurements [13] . Often, these methods are used for the core machine learning task of performing predictions, but in some cases also to extract knowledge from the data, as identifying and ranking important variables (biomarkers) [23, 24] , generating minimal sets of biomarkers [22] , or inferring networks of interactions from data [16, 6, 23] .
A method in this latter category, which we will use in this paper, is FuNeL [14] . FuNeL generates biological functional networks from a labelled (classification) dataset by mining the rule sets generated by the BioHEL evolutionary machine learning system [1] . In the generated networks the possible set of nodes are the attributes of the dataset (e.g. genes), and edges between two attributes are created if, in the rule sets generated by BioHEL, such pair of attributes is frequently observed. This network inference strategy is called co-prediction, given that attributes are connected not because they have similar values across samples (what the classic gene co-expression principle does) but because together these attributes make predictions on samples.
The co-prediction principle was originally used in [6] , and what the authors observed in that work was that the generated network would be different depending on the core knowledge representation used in BioHEL. The standard BioHEL rules for continuous attributes are in the form of: "If attributeX ∈ [2, 4] and attributeY ∈ [0, 0.2] and ... then predict class X". That is, for each relevant attribute a rule would specify a lower and an upper bound. If the representation was subtly changed so that rules would be in the shape "If attributeX > 2 and attributeY > 0 and ... then predict class X" (where there are only lower bounds for each attribute), the networks generated by the co-prediction principle would be very different. This is a very interesting observation because it means that, by making very small changes to the core knowledge representations used in machine learning, the knowledge that can be discovered from a biological dataset can dramatically change.
The aim of this paper is to systematically assess this phenomenon, using the combination of BioHEL+FuNeL. Four different types of rule predicates are explored: (1) AttX ∈ [Lower, U pper], (2) AttX > Lower, (3) AttX < U pper, and (4) AttX/AttY > T hreshold. We test both the case where BioHEL can construct rules using a single (fix) type of predicate and also when the genetic algorithm (GA) is free to discover the best combination of predicate types for each rule (mix). To assess the impact of these representations we build functional networks using FuNeL and then we assess the differences between such networks in relation to the set of nodes their contain but also the differences in the biological annotation of such nodes. To evaluate our methods we use 8 microarray datasets related to several different types of cancer.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the algorithms involved in this work: BioHEL, FuNeL and the set of explored knowledge representations. Section 3 details our experimental validation protocol. Section 4 reports the results of our validation. Finally, section 5 summarises our findings and outlines future work.
Methods

BioHEL
BioHEL [1] is an evolutionary rule-based machine learning system originally designed to tackle large-scale datasets. BioHEL has been extensively used to analyse biological data of many different kinds: protein structure prediction [4, 5] , transcriptomics [6, 10] , proteomics [22] or lipidomics [9] . For brevity, we are only describing here the aspects of BioHEL that are relevant to the present work.
Learning strategy BioHEL generates sets of classification rules using the iterative rule learning (IRL) principle, first introduced in the context of evolutionary machine learning in the SIA [25] system. In IRL, the rules that constitute a rule set are learnt sequentially. After each rule is learnt, the examples from the training set that it covers are removed in order to force the next rule to focus on a different part of the search space. In BioHEL a generational genetic algorithm is used to learn each of these rules. Hence, BioHEL evolves a population of individual rules. The IRL process generally finishes when all the training examples have been covered. In the case of BioHEL, in which rule sets have an explicit (and predefined) default rule, the process finishes then the GA cannot learn any rule that is better than the default rule.
Existing knowledge representation BioHEL uses a rule representation called Attribute List Knowledge Representation (ALKR) [1] , which will be heavily refactored in this work. In ALKR, each rule has an embedded feature selection: each rule specifies the subset of attributes it uses, called the attribute list. This subset may differ across rules (GA individuals). In the case of datasets with continuous attributes, each rule encodes an hyper-rectangle: for each attribute within the list, an interval, with a lower bound and an upper bound, is specified. Any attribute not present in the list will be considered as irrelevant. A class is associated with each rule to predict the label of each sample matched by such rule. Each rule in the initial GA population will randomly pick a subset of attributes (a parameter of the system specifies how many). To discover the right attributes for each rule, the GA cycle is extended with two operators that probabilistically add (specialise) or remove (generalise) attributes from the rule.
Fitness function The fitness function of BioHEL is designed to strike a balance between accuracy (rules should not make mistakes), coverage (rules should cover as many examples as possible) and simplicity (rules should be simple to describe, i.e. use as few attributes as possible). BioHEL uses the minimum description length principle (MDL) [19] to realise this balance. The overall fitness function F is defined in equation 1.
F (where lower is better) is comprised of two terms. The first term is the theory length (T L) which measures the simplicity of each rule. It is multiplied by a W parameter to mitigate its impact on the overall fitness formula. W is automatically adjusted following the heuristic proposed in [2] . The second term, EL, is the exception length, a measure of the quality of the rules that combines its accuracy, Acc, and its coverage, Cov. This is given by:
Accuracy is measured by the proportion of training instances the rule classifies correctly to the total number of instances that it matches:
Coverage is classically defined as the percentage of examples from the training set that is matched by the rule. In BioHEL this concept is refined in two directions: (1) using Recall (RC) rather than coverage and (2) with the concept of Coverage Breakpoint (CB). BioHEL employs the recall to focus only on the examples belonging to the class predicted by the rule. The recall is defined as the percentage of examples from the rule's class that are covered by the rule. Moreover, when datasets are affected by class imbalance, recall is more suitable than coverage. The recall is further filtered by specifying a system-wide parameter, called Coverage Breakpoint (CB), that indicates the rules that are good enough. Intuitively, this means that most of the recall reward, specified by the CR parameter, will be assigned to rules only if they reach at least CB recall. Notice that the CB parameter requires careful tuning across datasets, but it is very effective in complex and noisy datasets.
The theory length (T L) term of the fitness function (equation 1) is designed to favour simple rules.
where N a is the total number of attributes in the dataset, size(R i ) is the length of the interval (upper bound -lower bound) specified in a rule for attribute i, and size(D i ) is the size of the domain for attribute i. T L quantifies the volume of the hyper-rectangle defined by the rule, and given that only relevant attributes contribute to the formula, it will promote rules that contains fewer attributes.
Studied knowledge representations
BioHEL's ALKR was re-factored to be able to explicitly specify certain types of predicates. Rather than containing a list of expressed attributes and, for each of these, an associated lower and upper bound, now the representation contains a list of predicates, which can be of four different kinds:
The types of predicates are designed to capture different biological phenomena, for example, less and greater than describe down and up regulation respectively. Similar, the ratio aims to represent the interaction between biological entities due to e.g. regulation: when the high/low presence of one e.g. gene activates the expression of another gene.
whose abundance often regulate complex processes such as transcription or regulation.
For the first three predicate types, the range of legal values for lower and upper are determined by the min and max values observed in the training set for a given attribute. For the ratio predicates the threshold can take a value between 1 and 5. Using the presented knowledge representations, a BioHEL's rule contains a set of predicates, which can all belong to the same kind or can be mixed (belong to multiple representations). The proposed representations are illustrated in Figure 1 .
In the case of the mixed representation, the initial population of the GA would initialise rules in which all the predicate types have the same chance to appear, the evolutionary process will then identify the appropriate type for the given dataset. This change in knowledge representation impacts BioHEL in several parts of its working cycle: -Initialisation. When creating initial rules a parameter specifies the expected number of predicates per rule. Once the actual number of predicates for a specific rule is decided, these are randomly created with a single constrain: we explicitly prevent the creation of incompatible predicates in the same rule. Two predicates are declared incompatible if (1) they belong to the same type and (2) they share the same attribute(s). -Crossover. The original 1-point crossover of BioHEL is replaced with a procedure that shares some similarities with the classic uniform crossover: First we iterate over one rule, comparing each of its predicates to the predicates of the second rule. If the two predicates are incompatible then they are copied to different offspring rules, randomly deciding which offspring takes each of them. If a predicate is compatible with all predicates in the other rule, it is randomly assigned to one of the two offspring. After all the predicates from the first rule are assigned, any predicate from the second that was not assigned by the incompatibility check is then randomly associated to an offspring. All the random choices between offsprings occur with a 50-50 chance. -Mutation. BioHEL uses an individual-wise mutation probability. Once an individual is selected for mutation, one of its predicates is randomly chosen with uniform probability to be mutated. Depending on the predicate type, the action will be different: in hyper-rect, the lower and upper bounds can be mutated. In greater-than only the lower bound can be mutated. In less than only the upper bound, and in the ratio predicate with 50% chance either (a) the threshold will be mutated or (b) the attributes in the ratio will be inverted. Please note that the actual attributes associated to the predicate do not change in any mutation operation. As in the original ALKR representation it will be the role of the specialise operator to create new predicates with different attributes -Theory length formula. BioHEL's MDL-based fitness function needs to specify the theory length, an estimation of the complexity of a rule. In the original ALKR representation, the theory length was the inverse of the volume of the hyper-rectangle specified by a rule. This definition is maintained for all predicate types, and it is represented by the red area in Figure 1 . -Data normalisation. The original BioHEL's representation did not require any data normalisation. However, the ratio predicate can generate strange behaviours if some of the attributes present negative values. Therefore, all datasets are normalised so variables present only values between 0 and 1
FuNeL
FuNeL [14] is a recently proposed method to infer functional networks from rule-based machine learning models. As mentioned in the introduction, FuNeL applies the co-prediction principle: It infers that two biological elements (e.g. genes, in reality attributes of a dataset) need to be connected in the network if they appear together in the rules generated by BioHEL. The way in which we have used FuNeL in this paper has two stages:
1. Rule-based network generation BioHEL is run 1000 times on the same data to generate 1000 different rule sets. From the analysis of the generated rule-sets: (1) all the pairs of attributes co-occurring (together) in the same rules are identified and (2) is counted the number of times that an attribute, overall, is used in the rules (called node score). 2. Permutation test Sometimes, spurious edges might appear in the network.
To prevent this situation, FuNeL employs a permutation test: a copy of the dataset (permutation) is generated by scrambling the class labels across samples. Then, BioHEL is applied to the permuted data, and the (random) node score is computed. The permutation test is performed using the node score rather than the edge score (number of times two attributes appear together in the same rule) because, when dealing with high dimensionality datasets such as the one employed for this work, the latter do not contain a signal strong enough to filter out the spurious elements: Even strong edges would appear very few times across rule sets and hence would be difficult to differentiate from weak edges.. By repeating this permutation process 100 times, a distribution of (random) node scores is generated for each attribute. Then, using a one-tailed permutation test, FuNeL assigns to each node a pvalue that represents the likelihood to draw its node score by chance (from the distribution of the permutated node scores). Th final FuNeL network contains the nodes with a p-value < 0.05 with their direct neighbours. 
Experimental design
To test the new BioHEL's knowledge representations we selected eight publicly available cancer-related microarray datasets (see Table 1 ) as test data to demonstrate the behaviour of the new BioHEL knowledge representations. We tested five different settings for BioHEL: one setting for each predicate type, plus the mixed representation. The settings of BioHEL are represented in Table 3 .
Coverage breakpoint calibration As discussed in section 2.1, the behaviour of BioHEL can be very sensitive to the parameters used, particularly the coverage breakpoint. For each type of predicate and dataset, we tested coverage breakpoints {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20} in order to find the value yielding the most accurate classification. To choose the appropriate value for each scenario we employed a 10-fold cross-validation. For these experiments, in which BioHEL is used to make predictions (unlike later in the network generation process), we used an ensemble of 1000 BioHEL rule sets generated from the same training data with different random seeds, following [3] . The coverage breakpoint giving the highest cross-validation accuracy was selected for the network generation experiments.
Network generation and Analysis
The network analysis protocol is represented in Figure 2 . Dataset by dataset, FuNeL is run using the five different BioHEL knowledge representation settings to generate five different networks. From the resulting networks, we tested the overlap of nodes across knowledge representations. The nodes in the generated networks correspond to the probes of the analysed transcriptomics data. After the network generation, we mapped each probe to the relative gene symbol (HUGO ID). Then, we analysed the Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with each gene. We used the PANTHER database ( [17] ) to conduct an enrichment analysis which identifies the GO terms that are common to a statistically significant proportion of the genes (nodes). Finally, we performed a pairwise comparison of the GO terms to assess the knowledge representations that extracted similar biological information.
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Coverage Breakpoint
In Table 3 we report, for each dataset and knowledge representation, the best coverage breakpoint and the accuracy that BioHEL obtained by using it. These coverage breakpoints were later used in the network generation process. In general, representations that operate with a higher coverage breakpoint are preferred, as this encourages rules which are more general and so counteracts any Table 3 . The coverage breakpoint parameters selected after our initial cross validation experiments and the accuracy they obtained. NP denotes that there was no preferred breakpoint parameter. Best accuracy for each dataset is marked in bold tendency of the representation to over-fit to the specifics of the training data. In average all representations prefer higher CB values (close to 0.2, the maximal tested parameter). In some cases, all CB values gave similar results. Examples are the LungM dataset where all the representations were perfect or near perfect with all the coverage breakpoints. In such cases, the largest coverage breakpoint was used to encourage the rule sets that cover more instances of the data. The mixed representation followed by the hyper-rectangle one gave the best results (obtaining the best accuracy in 5 and 4 out of the 8 datasets, respectively. Mixed is able to tap on all other representations, so it is expected to obtain better results. On the other hand, the hyper-rectangle representation is the less constrained of all predicate types and its flexibility makes it useful for making predictions. The ratio predicates are the third best representation type, and the most constrained ones, greater-than and less-than are the worst performing.
Analysis of the FuNeL networks
The network generation acts as a feature selection mechanism, narrowing the field of thousands of attributes via permutation testing and rule learning to select the subset of attributes that have a biological connection to the classification of the data. Table 4 reports the number of nodes of the networks generated by different knowledge representations with each dataset. It is interesting to note that the ratio knowledge representation selects much fewer attributes from the data (generates the smallest networks, nodes-wise, for 5 out of the 8 datasets), while the mixed representation selects the most attributes.
The next step is to assess the overlap between networks. For each network, we ranked the attributes by node degree, then we counted how often the top 10 nodes of one network were found in the top 50 nodes of the network generated, with a different knowledge representation, from the same dataset.The result of this analysis is shown in Table 5 . We see that the hyper-rectangle and mixed predicate types were the highest scorers (showing the most similarity with other knowledge representations), while the other representations scored very differently on different datasets. The ratio predicate type had the lowest overlap in 6 of the 8 datasets, which was to be expected as it operates in a fundamentally dissimilar manner. Low overlap suggests that the ratio type is identifying attributes and features that are not discovered by the other representations. Interestingly it shared most similarity with the greater than representation, even more than with the mixed type. Again, we see that the behaviour of the representations varies greatly from dataset to dataset, but we can also see that once again the mixed representation has very good overlap with all representations using a single predicate type, as does the hyper-rectangle representation.
The final step of the network validation is to quantify the biology captured by such network. We computed the similarity between the sets of GO terms identified by each knowledge representation on a given dataset. We queried the PANTHER database with the lists of genes identified by the probe IDs which formed nodes in each network. PANTHER identified GO terms that were statistically overrepresented among those genes. The Jaccard similarity function is used to quantify such overlap. Figure 3 shows an heatmap generated from the pairwise Jaccard indexes. We can see interesting behaviour from the ratio predicates, which overall has the lowest average overlap with the other representations, but beats all of the other single type representations for both lung cancer datasets. The two lung cancer datasets show very similar profiles despite being collected separately and having different dataset sizes (12534 attributes for the Harvard set and 7129 attributes for the Michigan set). This seems interesting and might suggest a possible particular biology related to lung cancer, however further analysis using other cases of multiple datasets associated with the same disease (e.g. prostate cancer) are necessary to fully address this observation.
Conclusions
This paper focuses on analysing the power of extracting knowledge from biological data that evolutionary rule-based machine learning has. Particularly we studied a core component of rule-based machine learning: its knowledge representation. More specifically we analysed how to define the predicates that constitute the rules created by these methods. We have implemented several types of predicates within the BioHEL evolutionary machine learning system and tested them on a set of 8 cancer-related transcriptomics datasets. To quantify the knowledge extraction power of these knowledge representations, we generated functional networks from the rule sets produced by BioHEL and then assessed the overlap between networks generated from the same dataset using different representations. Our results show that different representations generate networks of varying sizes and with relatively low overlap between important nodes. Nevertheless, the overlap between the biological annotation of different networks is much higher. This result leads to a very interesting observation: each representation is able to capture only certain patterns from the data, hence different nodes. However, these patterns are complementary parts of the same story, and this is why similar biological annotation emerged. Different knowledge representations allow us to analyse biological problems from different angles, each one interprets the data in diverse ways and gives us a unique perspective of the phenomena being analysed. Thus, it is crucial not to restrict the biological data analytics process to a reduced/specific type of knowledge representation, because it will only be able to provide partial (and probably biased) knowledge. Moreover, we observed how our results vary across datasets, meaning that different biological problems are better explained by distinct knowledge representation. Therefore, the analytics process needs to be carefully tuned so that we choose the knowledge representation that is more suitable for the range of biological questions that we are planning to address. To achieve this aim a very thorough exercise of characterising knowledge extraction across all kinds of knowledge representations and biological systems (species, tissues, processes, diseases) needs to be performed. In future work, we would also like to extend this comparison to other non-evolutionary methods of inferring biological networks as well as quantifying in much further depth the biological knowledge contained in the generated networks. Furthermore, we will try to test the proposed approach using different type of biological data. In here we employed data generated from a well-established technology (microarray), in future, we will analyse other more modern types such as RNAseq, lipidomics, proteomics etc. Finally, it would also be interesting to assess the impact of the knowledge representations in a different biological knowledge extraction task: biomarker identification [22] . Table 5 . Overlap between the top nodes (highest degree) across networks. An average is included with emphasis for the representations that had the highest score.
